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One hundred years ago this Friday,
Ottoman authorities started
rounding up Armenian community
leaders and intellectuals. Over the
next few years, 1.5 million
Armenians were killed. Nikki
Marczak considers the first
genocide of the modern era.

MASSACRES, death marches, con-
centration camps. Destruction of reli-
gious buildings. Looting and
plundering. Separation of families.
Forced labour, killing squads and
medicalised torture. The attempted
obliteration of a longstanding ethnic
and religious minority, perpetrated
under cover of a global war. 
The genocide of the Armenians by

the Ottoman authorities, which is
being commemorated around the
world this week, comprises so many
parallels with the Holocaust that when
Jewish lawyer Raphael Lemkin coined
the term “genocide” and advocated an
international system for holding per-
petrators accountable, he had both the
Armenian and Jewish cases in mind.
It is little known that the causes

and implementation of Armenian
Genocide represented important
precedents for the Holocaust, indeed
that the Nazis expanded on several
elements that had their origins in the
Armenian case. Together, they consti-
tute two of the most systematic and
modern genocides, each committed
against a minority group considered
an internal enemy and a threat to the
purity of the longed-for nation. 
For thousands of years, Christian

Armenians had lived in Anatolia, the
north-eastern part of current-day
Turkey. By the early 20th century, their
society, like that of European Jews, had
developed into a complex kaleido-
scope of economic, cultural, religious
and family life. And like the Jews, reli-
gious and cultural difference coupled
with socio-economic advancement,
had rendered the Armenian commu-
nity vulnerable to persecution. 
Against the backdrop of a crum-

bling Ottoman Empire and a fanatic
desire for an ethnically and religiously
homogeneous state, the Young Turk
government set out to create a nation
that was “Armenian-frei” – a “Turkey
for the Turks”. Participation by local
populations in the escalating violence
was encouraged by dehumanising the
targeted community, in a chilling pre-
cursor to Nazi propaganda against
Jews. The Ottoman government even
had several of its very own “Dr
Mengeles”, such as Dr Mehmed Resid,
who after the war said: “Even though I
am a physician, I cannot ignore my
nationhood ... Armenian traitors had
found a niche for themselves in the
bosom of the fatherland; they were
dangerous microbes. Isn’t it the duty of
a doctor to destroy these microbes?” 
Like the early massacres of Jews by

the Nazis, the initial killing of commu-
nity leaders and battle-aged men led to
a blurring of the lines between war and
genocide, until it was accepted that all
Armenians – because they were
Armenian – had to be eradicated. 
As the American ambassador to the

Ottoman Empire, Henry Morgenthau,
said at the time, the government’s
actions were a “campaign of race exter-
mination ... under the pretext of

reprisal against rebellion.”
The use of bureaucracy, law and

technology are distinct features of
modern genocide and the Ottoman
authorities were pioneers of these
instruments in mass killing before the
Nazis perfected them. They established
killing squads known as “chetes”, a sort
of crude version of Einsatzgruppen,
composed of criminals released from
prison specifically for the task.
Historian Vahakn N. Dadrian has
written of groups of infants poisoned
or drowned, and others killed in a kind

of elementary gas chamber, not with
Zyklon B, but with steam. 
Meanwhile, local villagers and gov-

ernment officials happily plundered
Armenian belongings, supported by
both legislation and the establishment
of the Abandoned Property
Commission which was responsible
for the distribution of stolen
Armenian property. 
Next came the forced deportations,

sometimes in cattle cars, and more
often in large convoys, on foot.
Prodded by the gendarmes’ bayonets,
denied water and food, and forced to
march naked under the searing sun,

the deportees walked for weeks or
months on end, under constant threat
of looting and violence. 
Some of those who survived these

initial death marches were kept in
camps in the desert, under conditions
as appalling as any Nazi concentration
camp. Sickness and starvation were
rife; those who did not succumb were
simply murdered. 
Rouben Adalian, Director of the

Armenian National Institute, has writ-
ten of Deir Zor, the desert town where
some victims ended up, “In this final

carnage, children were smashed
against rocks, women were torn apart
with swords, men were mutilated, oth-
ers thrown into flames alive.” Deir Zor
has come to represent the essence of
the Armenian tragedy, with some call-
ing it an Armenian Auschwitz.
By 1917, between half and two-

thirds of the Armenian population
had been killed – or up to 1.5 million
people. To consolidate the physical
annihilation of the Armenians, the
Ottoman Turks also erased all mem-
ory of their history and heritage,
destroying Armenian art and litera-
ture, and burning down churches.

When the Nazis razed synagogues to
the ground and threw books into bon-
fires, they were not the first to attempt
wiping out a whole people, along with
all signs of its prior existence. 
Unlike Germany, however, succes-

sive governments of Turkey have nei-
ther apologised for, nor even admitted
to, the crimes committed against the
Ottoman Armenians. But with the
Vatican and the European Parliament
recognising the genocide in recent
days, the tide appears to be turning. 
Closer to home, the Executive

Council of Australian Jewry has stated
that the atrocities against the
Armenian population were commit-
ted with genocidal intent, while
Executive Director of the Armenian
National Committee of Australia,
Vache Kahramanian, attended Yom
Hashoah events last week, saying,
“Jewish and Armenian communities
have both been affected by the scourge
of genocide. We are partners in raising
awareness, in the hope that future
atrocities against ethnic and religious
minorities can be prevented.”
As the 100 year anniversary of the

Armenian Genocide is commemo-
rated, now is the right time to
acknowledge how our communities
are linked by our respective tragedies,
our mutual determination to fight
prejudice wherever it persists, and ulti-
mately, by our common humanity. 

Nikki Marczak is a Master’s candidate in
Holocaust and Genocide Studies.

Before the Shoah: a blueprint for genocide

Soldiers purportedly standing over skulls of victims from the Armenian village of Sheyxalan in the Mush valley, on the
Caucasus front, 1915. Photo: AFP Photo/Armenian Genocide Museum Institute.
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SUNDAY 11am - 1pm
with Nitza Lowenstein

HEBREW: 11am-12.15pm*

ENGLISH (“Shalom Australia”):  12.15-12.45pm*

YIDDISH: 12.45-1.00pm*
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Broadcasting on: Digital radio, Digital TV, On-Line & Mobile phones.

Tel: (02)9430-2828 - Fax: (02)9438-1114
Locked Bag 028, Crows Nest 1585

ROOM LEADER –  
YAVNEH CRÈCHE 
An opportunity exists to join our team as a Room Leader 
commencing 1 July. You will be a passionate, creative 
and organised Educator with a minimum of 2 years of 
experience. Strong leadership and communication skills 
are essential as is a thorough understanding  of the EYLF.

Applicants must have –WWCC, Dip or Bachelor of Early 
Childhood  Education/Studies And First Aid qualifications 

To apply please forward your CV to 
l.ezekiel@yavneh.vic.edu.au

Applications close  
30th April 2015

www.yavneh.vic.edu.au

Rabbi Riesenberg & President Phil Goldman together with
Dr. Judy Landau, President of Vajex, and the Committee of Central Shule
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The deportation of Armenians on the Baghdad railway.

“Children were smashed against rocks, women were torn
apart with swords, men were mutilated, others thrown
into flames alive.”

Rouben  Adalian
Director, The Armenian National Institute


